Summer Schedule

CLINCH VALLEY COLLEGE, WISE, VA.

All classes begin Monday, June 17, 1957

11:00-1:30 — Daytime (203)

July 2- July 5 — Language, Science, Social Studies, and History

10:00-1:30 — Science

11:00-1:30 — English

1:30-3:00 — Social Studies

8:00-9:00 — English

10:00-11:00 — Science

11:00-2:00 — History

3:30-5:30 — History

5:30-7:30 — Science

8:00-10:00 — English

How Do We Sound?

The Engineering Class of C. V. C. is leading the way in the choice of a special day tradition. "The Nightpeople," as they call it, are well on their way to becoming the charm of the campus and to being the "fun and profit" beneficiary of the program. Each night a girl candidate would launch a campaign in her home county or city to raise money for the "Nightpeople," and the money from the tickets sold would be split between the ticket purchaser and over to the athletic fund.

Minstrels Tune Up

A Clinch Valley College Minstrel and Variety Show will join blackface and "gestes" alumni in other activities in the "silly" sets now in preparation, or discussion, soon after Easter, according to Miss Jolene Yates and Dr. John Shefedel, who are organizing the show. Some of the acts include: singing, dancing, and instrumental numbers. A monologue-re- verso seems to be on the card.

"The Nightpeople" will be organized for this year. The program will be presented in the school auditorium on Friday, February 15th. All of the acts will be made up of students of the high school and the college. The program will consist of a variety of acts, including music, dance, and comedy. The acts will be presented in a variety of formats, including skits, songs, and monologues. The program will be hosted by a group of students who will act as "hosts" for the evening. The "Nightpeople" will be responsible for all of the planning and execution of the event. The program will be held in the school auditorium, and admission will be free to all. The event will be open to all students, faculty, and alumni. The event will be a great opportunity for everyone to come together and have a good time.
Quiz or Exam?

Lots of students, myself included, have been complaining recently about quizzes being too long. Of course you always have complaints of some sort, but length seems to be the major concern at C.V.C. It seems everyone recently is talking about quizzes being too long. Of course you can't really complain about 90 minutes time.

Large groups of people are expressing their feelings about quizzes being too long. Of course you can't really complain about 90 minutes time.

Another good example is a conflict which an instructor has had with her students. There seems to be a conflict where the instructor has had her students, and she herself, complain about the length of the quizzes. It appears that the instructor is trying to strike a balance between the amount of material covered and the time available for the students to complete the quizzes.

The very interesting speaker that the students have heard is Mary Asbury, who is a member of the faculty at the College of Education at Virginia Tech.

The very interesting speaker that the students have heard is Mary Asbury, who is a member of the faculty at the College of Education at Virginia Tech.

Another good example is a conflict which an instructor has had with her students. There seems to be a conflict where the instructor has had her students, and she herself, complain about the length of the quizzes. It appears that the instructor is trying to strike a balance between the amount of material covered and the time available for the students to complete the quizzes.

Thoughts

The theme remains with us;
And long after the sky's a mass of sun,
And long after the sky's a mass of sun,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
When first the star shines, and first the day;
And when the day from its bounding line,
Fashions—
by Alx
Of course we are weary of woolen dresses to flirts and winter coats. But there are at least six more weeks of cold weather, we might as well compromise with skirts and sweaters, for another winter away. Then we tell ourselves, "Why not brighten up those drab suits—that includes our outfits also?"

Many sorts of accessories are at our avail, if we choose to go through the vanity trade and cedar chest. That old pink earring hasn't been used since last year, but it would be lovely with a black sweater. Or that long annoyed of pearls which was the gift of Christmas, and we decided to keep it. We are sure that you paid enough, but has it been enough to last all season. Surely you paid enough, but has it been enough to last all season.

Lynda is a sophomore at Do­ ny-Bennett high school, in Kingsport, she is majoring in Latin, and hopes to major in foreign languages in college.

Lystra is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Kennedy, of Kingsport, and formerly of Clint­ wood, won fourth place in the double division in the state of Tennessee, at the southern Ia­ ton Twirling Contest, in Bristol. She recently was approxi­ mately 230 entries in this con­ test, from eight states.

"I were the ruler of a vast area and we sent a torch of light and a book of stories, we would expect the people to marvel at God's love: how He could a great universe, how He could a great universe, how He could a great universe, how He could a great universe, how He could a great universe, how He could a great universe.

Ladies in the country are so accustomed to getting along without a great deal of help. It is a matter of pride that they can do so. They know how to make do, and they are not averse to the idea of compounding their own remedies.
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Three Way Restaurant & Motel
MODERN—HEATED—PRIVATE BATHS
Englander Airfoam Mattresses
Fins Southern Cooked Meats
Located on Routes 58 and 72
Phone 2381
Frank Yearly, Prop.
Coeburn, Va.

Buchanan Furniture Store
Largest and Most Beautiful Stock of Furniture Ever As­sembled in Southwest Vir­ ginia
Coeburn, Va.

Compliments Of
Wise Hardware & Furniture Co.
Phone 41 Norton, Va.
COMPLET LINE OF FURNITURE HARDWARE APPLIANCES FURNACE

Buckey's Department Store
Phone 3516 Coeburn, Va.

Compliments Of
Pay-Less Super Market
"Pay Cash and Pay Less"
We Give Gold & Green Stamps
Phone 5316 Coeburn, Va.

Pound Drug Store
Phone 2551 Pound, Virginia
"TO HAVE A FRIEND, BE ONE."

Virginia Furniture Company
Field Austin, Owner
"A Good Place to Trade"
Phone 3241 ... Pound, Va.

PANGLE'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Where The Best Dressed People Shop — And Save
The difference